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With Thanksgiving behind us and Christmas fast approaching, how many are now rushing to get their 

Christmas shopping done? If you’re like me, I haven’t done much and really haven’t given it much thought. 

Now it’s time to begin getting serious!  

As I consider each person, I think about what they like, what their hobbies are, what types of books they read, 

and more. For the grandkids, they get books for the most part, with a toy of Papa Les’s choosing, and maybe 

something fun to wear. The older grandkids get cash or gift cards to keep things easy. The adults may get a 

restaurant gift card for a date night or something consumable as none of us really need more “things” to gather 

dust or get relegated to the closet or junk drawer.  

When I think about those with hobbies, I try to focus on what they like. If you have a quilter in your life, this 

part is for you! Lord knows we probably don’t need any more fabric as most quilters already have a stash that 

will out last our earthly existence. However, if a specific project is being planned, having a gift certificate to 

use to get the needed blenders or backing is always greatly appreciated.  

You can always ask if there’s something specific on their wish list. Maybe a new set of rulers are available 

from a specific designer that you could get from the designer’s website. Is there a block of the month they’ve 

had their eye on that you could sign them up for the monthly fee at a local shop? Possibly an accessory or fun 

sign for their quilting space. Several years ago, my daughter ordered from an Etsy vendor a delightful sign that 

she had customized for us. It’s a drawn image of a vintage sewing machine that says “Liz & Les’s Quilting 

Room.” We framed it and it hangs next to the clock in the sewing studio where we see it and think of her often.  

Thinking outside the box is also a fun way to pick gifts for the quilters in your life. Hours at the sewing or 

quilting machine can be hard on our shoulders and backs. Maybe a gift certificate for a massage or spa day 

would suit them. How about a bag or box of their favorite snacks—crackers, cookies, or candy—to have 

nearby for a snack attack while stitching. Do their feet get cold while stitching? Those cute slipper socks with 

the rubber grip spots on the bottom are great!  

Regardless what they’re for or where they’re from, gift certificates are always a perfect fit! So many options 

are out there to please the recipient and make you shine in their eyes!  




